
Year 1 – Writing Objectives 
Working towards the expected standard 

After discussion with the teacher: 

The pupil is beginning to write sentences that are sequenced  

Forms capital letters correctly 

Begins to form lower case letters in the correct direction, starting and finishing at the 
correct place 
Begins to punctuate sentences using a capital letter and full stop 
Use capital letters for names, places, days of the week and ‘I’ some of the time 
Can spell some of the common exception words 
Sit correctly at a table, holding a pencil correctly 
Leaves spaces between words 

Working at the expected standard 
After discussion with the teacher: 

Sequences sentences to form short narratives   

Use capital letters for names, places, days of the week and ‘I’ 

Demarcate some sentences with  

capital letters  
full stops 
question marks 
exclamation marks 

Begin to use present and past tense consistently. 

Join words and clauses with ‘and’ 
Write capital letters and digits of the correct size, orientation and relationship to one 
another and to lower case letters most of the time 
Spell many common exception words 
Add ‘s’ or ‘es’ to nouns or verbs 

Use the prefix ‘un’ 

Use ‘ing’, ‘ed’, ‘er’ and ‘est’ where no change is needed to the root word e.g. helper 

Working at greater depth within the expected standard 
After discussion with the teacher: 
The pupil can write simple coherent narratives about personal 
experiences and those of others (real and fictional) 

   

Make simple additions, revisions and proof reading corrections to 
their own writing.  

  

Demarcate most sentences with 

Capital letters 
Full stops 
Question marks 
Exclamation marks 

spelling most common exception words 
Use a consistent tense 
Use spacing between words that reflects the size of the letters 
Write capital letters and digits of the correct size, orientation and relationship to one 
another and to lower case letters all of the time 
 


